LEAFHouse Sponsor Benefits* Matrix

LEAFHouse
Circle

Benefactor

Patron

Sustaining

Contributing Donor

Friend

Amount or
Value of Gift

Amount or
Value of Gift

Amount or
Value of Gift

Amount or
Value of Gift

Amount or
Value of Gift

Amount or
Value of Gift

Amount or
Value of Gift

$50,000 +

$25,000 –
49,999

$10,000 $24,999

$5,000 $9,999

$1,000 $4,999

$250 - $999

$25 - $249

How We Thank You
Invitation to a private reception on or near the
National Mall











-

-

-


-



Recognition on the National Mall * with a visually
attractive, educational “price tag” on the house
feature you donated, or that your donation helped to
provide









Recognition on an interactive LEAFHouse map on our
website: an educational digital price tag on the house
feature you donated or that your donation helped to
provide
























































Personalized, VIP House Tour
Team wears T-shirts w/ your logo* - two days with
priority choice**
Team wears T-shirts w/ your logo* - one day with next
priority choice**
Team wears T-shirts w/ your logo* - one day**

Sign advertisement at campus construction site
Team provides electronic updates on the project
directly to your email address of choice
Team provides “Proud Sponsor of the 2007 Maryland
Solar Decathlon” .html tag for your website and/or a
certificate for your home or workplace
Honor Roll Recognition on Team print and electronic
media*

*All sponsor recognition events and materials are subject to the rules and regulations of the Solar Decathlon
organizers and the National Parks Service when on the National Mall.
In summary: all team sponsor logos must be accompanied by the Solar Decathlon logo or text. On the
National Mall each team sponsor logo must be no larger than 1/3 the size of the Solar Decathlon logo or
text. All forms of team sponsor recognition must be accompanied by informative text to support the goals
of the Communications competition, to educate and to inform. Team sponsor logos are only allowed on
the back of team shirts.
Please refer to the event and sponsor recognition rules and regulations Appendix below for more details.

LEAFHouse

www.solarteam.org

**As of Feb. 2007, the Dept. of Energy is
negotiating the dates for competition, setup, and take-down with the National Park
Service. When dates are finalized, the
Maryland Team will offer T-shirt days to
sponsors in the order specified here

